This graph shows region‐specific transitions in global agrochemical markets for the 10‐
year period between 2008 and 2017.
The global agrochemical market, increased from 40.5 billion dollars in 2008 to 56.4
billion dollars in 2014, representing 40% growth in market scope, due to population
growth and economic growth in developing nations.
However, in the last few years, the Brazilian market, the world’s largest market, has
struggled to grow due to the growth of GMO crops and the impact of distribution
inventory from previous years as growth on the world's agrochemical markets continue
to lull. However, countries other than the EU, where agrochemical regulations are being
tightened, markets appear to be on a recovery track.

In North America, the agrochemical market was firm thanks to stable weather and
expanded crop land for cotton production.
On the other hand, in Latin America, as explained in the previous slide, the Latin
Brazilian market has been sluggish, and is stagnated, but it seems to have bottomed out
this fiscal year.
In Europe, the market is contracting due to the impact of stricter EU regulations on
agrochemical registration, poor weather, and minor pest infestations.
In Asia, the Indian market was firm but markets in certain regions, including China and
Vietnam, declined slightly on minor pest infestations.
In Japan, the government has implemented an "Agricultural Competitiveness
Enhancement Program" as it aims to improve agricultural worker income. At the same
time, the industry faces unresolved structural issues, including the growing problem of
population aging among farmers and a lack of successors as the agrochemical market
gradually trends towards decline.

Previous fiscal year net sales were 61.2 billion yen, up 1.1 billion yen, or 2.0%, year on
year.
Revenues from licensing decreased but in addition to the impact of nonconsolidated
revenues, earnings by Nichino America also grew, resulting in operating income of 4.1
billion yen, up 0.6 billion yen, or 19.3%, year on year. Ordinary income was 3.6 billion
yen, up 50 million yen, or 1.5%, year on year.
Furthermore, profit attributable to owners of parent was 2.5 billion yen, up 0.7 billion
yen, or 45.9%, year on year.

Previous fiscal year earnings saw operating income increase by 0.6 billion yen year on
year. Here are the major reasons for this increase.
As factors behind increased income, business growth in U.S.A. and Europe resulted in
0.6 billion yen and 0.2 billion yen. Also, domestic business growth resulted in 0.1 billion
yen, nonconsolidated SG&A expenses declined by 0.3 billion yen, and reductions in
disposal expenses recorded under cost of sales of 0.2 billion yen.
On the other hand, factors behind decreased revenues included a 0.8 billion yen decline
in revenues from licensing. Collectively, this resulted in 0.6 billion yen increase in
income.

This graph shows transitions in net sales composition for domestic agrochemical sales.
Last fiscal year, we launched sales of 10 new products, including the proprietary
horticultural fungicide “PARADE” and also aimed to expand sales of mainstay products
such as the horticultural insecticide “PHEONIX.” Sales of “PARADE” exceeded the plan
because its usability and efficacy was evaluated from the market.
Sales of agrochemical technical grades were favorable on increased sales of the
horticultural insecticide “COLT” to sales companies.
Sales from the agent for rice paddy herbicides “Basagran,” for which we acquired sales
rights, also contributed as overall domestic net sales increased by 0.5 billion yen to 20.1
billion yen year on year.

This graph shows transitions in net sales overseas for agrochemicals by region.
Previous year net sales grew in Latin America and North America. Looking at each item,
sales for the insecticide “APPLAUD,” the mainstay product of Nichino America,
performed well as the dry climate continued in North America where fruit trees and
nuts generated more pests than usual. Sales of our products by Sipcam Nichino Brasil
reached full scale as sales of “APPLAUD” and the miticide “DANITRON” grew.
As a result, total overseas net sales were 33.8 billion yen, up 1.5 billion yen year on year.
Furthermore, actual currency foreign rates for FY Sep. 2018 were as shown here.

This graph shows transitions in chemical product and pharmaceutical product sales by
business segment.
With the chemical products business, a collaboration with AgriMart Corporation in the
termite solutions segment led to a successful sales strategy, resulting in net sales in that
outperformed the previous fiscal year.
With the pharmaceutical business, sales for the topical antifungal agent “luliconazole” in
the athlete's foot segment were favorable but net sales in the onychomycosis segment
decreased.
As a result, overall net sales for chemical and pharmaceutical products were 4.9 billion
yen, up 0.1 billion yen from the previous fiscal year.

This graph indicates transitions in revenues from licensing. Blue indicates royalties and
green indicates one‐time contract payments.
The previous year saw a decline in royalties. Net sales in Brazil, a major target region for
sales of licensing products struggled due to the impact of small outbreaks of pests.

The table displayed here shows previous year main earnings for domestic Group
companies.
AgriMart, which operates in the termite solutions business, shown at the bottom of the
table increased revenues and income for four consecutive years.

This table displayed here shows previous year main earnings for overseas Group
companies.
During the previous year, Nichino India struggled to grow earnings due to a delay in sales
of Nichino proprietary high‐profit products due to the reshuffling of our generics
portfolio. However, the remaining three companies recorded increased revenues and
income, contributing to growth in consolidated earnings.

We are targeting net sales of 68.0 billion yen, up 6.8 billion yen, or 11.1%, year on year,
driven mainly by growth in overseas agrochemical sales. We will target operating income
of 3.8 billion yen, down 0.4 billion yen, or 8.9%, year on year and ordinary income of
3.4billion yen, down 0.3 billion yen, or 6.9%, year on year. This mainly reflects an
increase in revenues from licensing. At the same time, there is a 1.0 billion yen increase
in SG&A expenses related to business expansion and profitability improvements in line
with the New Medium‐Term Business Plan.
We are planning for net income attributable to owners of parent of 2.5 billion yen,
largely unchanged year on year.

This year's plan calls for increasing revenues while our operating income target for the
current fiscal year is, 3.8 billion yen, a year‐on‐year decrease of 0.4 billion yen.
Looking at the major factors impacting revenues and income, factors resulting in income
growth include 0.7 billion yen in earnings growth from Sipcam Nichino Brasil and Nichino
India. Factors causing decreased income include a change in the Nichino
nonconsolidated product composition and increased raw material costs, resulting in
decreased income in 0.6 billion yen, and 0.5 billion yen in increased SG&A expenses at
Nichino America. As a result, income decreased by 0.4 billion yen.

This graph shows the net sales composition for domestic agrochemical sales this fiscal
year.
This fiscal year we will focus on expanding sales of proprietary products such as
“PARADE,” in its 2nd year of sales, “PHOENIX,” “COLT,” and “DANIKONG.”
On the other hand, due to the impact of the discontinuation of some products, net sales
are forecast to be 19.9 billion yen, a decline of 0.2billion yen from the previous fiscal
year.

This graph shows net sales of overseas agrochemical business by region for the current
fiscal year.
In Asia, we will work to expand sales of PHOENIX and other mainstay products in each
country. We will also work to expand sales of our products and strengthen our technical
grade manufacturing capabilities in India by Nichino India.
In America, Nichino America will develop and promote sales of the horticultural
insecticide COLT and expand use of the horticultural insecticide HACHI‐HACHI.
In Latin America, we will continue to provide operational support to Sipcam Nichino
Brasil as we work to strengthen the sales promotion system in Brazil for expanding sales
of proprietary products.
Based on the above, we plan on total overseas net sales of 39.7 billion yen, a year‐on‐
year increase of 5.9 billion yen.
Fruthermore, our currency targets for the current fiscal year are as shown here.

This graph shows net sales of overseas agrochemical business by region for the current
fiscal year.
In Asia, we will work to expand sales of PHOENIX and other mainstay products while
also working to expand sales of proprietary products in India by Nichino India and also
to improve the production of the technical grades.
In America, Nichino America will develop and promote sales of the horticultural
insecticide COLT and expand use of the horticultural insecticide HACHI‐HACHI.
In Latin America, we will continue to provide operational support to Sipcam Nichino
Brasil as we work to strengthen the sales promotion system in Brazil for expanding sales
of proprietary products.
Based on the above, we plan on total overseas net sales of 39.7 billion yen, a year‐on‐
year increase of 5.9 billion yen.
Fruthermore, our currency targets for the current fiscal year are as shown here.

This graph shows revenues from licensing for the current fiscal year.
This fiscal year, we are planning for increased royalties due to the projection for
increased net sales by Bayer CropScience, an in‐licensing company of PHEONIX
technology.

This table shows this fiscal year's earning plan for domestic Group companies.

This table shows this fiscal year's earning plan for overseas Group companies.
This fiscal year, we are projecting earnings growth for both Nichino India and Sipcam
Nichino Brasil.

This table shows earnings transitions for our three major Group companies.
Nichino America net sales grew by 270% over a 10‐year period, showing favorable
business growth. Nichino India is also projected to record stable growth relative to the
fiscal year budget.

This year, we are planning on an annual dividend of 15 yen in line with our policy of
continuous stable dividends. Moving forward, we will work to ensure appropriate profit
returns based on a comprehensive evaluation of the economic environment, earnings,
business plans, and financial conditions.

In 2012, we formulated the Nichino group Vision which envisions our ideal form, based
on the recognition that we needed to expand our business scale and strengthen our
financial base to support it in order to survive the intense competition and achieve
sustained high growth.
Our Group Vision motto is: Nichino Group – Growing Global: To Become an Outstanding
Globally Competitive Company. The basic policy of our vision is: We contribute to the
future of mankind through protecting crops and improving our living environment by
further improvement of our technology that has arisen through agrochemical business.
Our main goals: We contribute to society through supporting agriculture by providing
new agrochemicals & technology continuously.

Our mission is to contribute to society by continuously creating new active ingredients.
This means we must grow to a certain business scope to ensure a stable business
promotion platform and secure our market presence. Therefore, the company aims to
be an R＆D oriented company with sales of 200 billion yen, which is the second largest
business after the four major multinational companies.

This graph shows net sales for global agrochemical manufacturers between 2010 and
2017.
In 2010, sales of the so‐called Big 6 companies dwarfed other companies, with the share
of those six companies accounting for 70% of the global market.
Since then, three large‐scale mergers and acquisitions were announced between 2015
and 2017, leading to the formation of four major multinational companies. This created
an industry structure that further concentrated market share at the top. Our goal
business scope of net sales of 200 billion yen would rank only behind the four major
companies, and would ensure the financial resources to support large‐scale R&D
investments and a competitive position on the market.

Lately, the four major multinational companies are expanding into various domains
beyond agrochemicals, including the seeds business, IT agricultural support, and bio‐
materials. We will continuously inject management resources mainly into agrochemicals
based on organic chemicals. Moving forward, by injecting high value‐added proprietary
products we will conduct market development in high value markets such as Japan,
Europe, and the US. Target crops include the same large‐scale crops targeted by major
companies, including wheat, soybeans, and corn, while also working to distinguish
ourselves by advancing development in products for the fruit trees, vegetables, and rice
paddy fields. We will strengthen sales promotion in emerging economies, high volume
zones such as Asia and South America, growth markets for our off‐patent products and
the high quality generics produced by Nichino India.
We have established direct sales organizations in the major agricultural countries shown
here but we also will increase efforts to expand sales in surrounding countries. In
additionto to direct sales, we will maximize markets by lisencing sales rights to other
companies and conducting joint sales.
We will mainly conduct in‐house production but will also use outsourcing to optimize
quality and costs.

During the period of our two Medium‐Term Business Plans from FYE Sep. 2013 to FYE
Sep. 2018, we advanced strategies focused on business scope expansion, including
product acquisition and investments and partnerships. Specifically, we purchased the
herbicide orthosulfamuron, executed capital partnerships or acquisitions for AgriMart,
Nichino India, Sipcam Nichino Brasil, and established local subsidiaries in Vietnam and
Colombia to achieve a certain level of success towards expanding operations.

Through efforts to increase investment synergy, we also promoted establishment of
proprietary product production and direct‐sales structures at overseas subsidiaries.
Specifically, at Nichino India we synthesize the technical grades “FUJI‐ONE” and
“APPLAUD,” and we began sales of the “APPLAUD” technical grade to India domestic
sales company. At Sipcam Nichino Brasil, we launched full‐scale sales of proprietary
products such as "APPLAUD," "DANITRON,” and "orthosulfamuron".
As part of new product development, we launched the miticide “DANIKONG” in March
2015 in Japan and in March 2017 in Korea. We also launched sales of the horticultural
fungicide agent "PARADE" in April 2018 in Japan. “PARADE” is expected to provide
strong performance in a wide variety of applications, including horticulture, rice paddy,
and turfgrass.

Next, efforts to strengthen research and development capabilities.
In recent years, discovering new bioactive compounds (creation of new active
ingredients) has become more difficult. At the same time, safety assessment standards
have risen and the cost of maintaining existing registrations has increased, resulting in a
dramatic increase in research and development expenses. Amid such conditions, we are
investing over 10% of annual net sales into research and development (R&D) in order to
further enhance our R&D capabilities. Details on new agent development and respective
launch schedules are as shown. In May 2015, the decision was made to conduct
simultaneous development in Japan and India for the new rice paddy insecticide
“benzpyrimoxan,” and began full‐scale development in both countries with the goal of
launching to market in 2021 and 2023, respectively. We are anticipating peak net sales
of 1.0 billion yen on the Japanese market and 6.0 billion yen in India.
Efforts to accelerate expansion of our pipeline with the goal of launching one new agent
every three years has resulted in the development of two insecticides and one fungicide
as new agents following “benzpyrimoxan” that can be expected to generate relatively
large sales. We are conducting advanced development with the goal of launch to market
by the periods shown here.

This global map shows the locations of our overseas offices.
In addition to our three main overseas Group companies Nichino America, Nichino India,
and Sipcam Nichino Brasil, our Group also includes a sales company in Taiwan, five non‐
consolidated subsidiaries, and four investing companies. We have established
development, marketing, sales, and production sites around the globe as we advance
towards growing global.

This global map shows the locations of our overseas offices based on function. The red
stars indicate research centers. Japan leads research but we also have research facilities
in India as well as test fields. The blue stars are sales offices, with 13 offices accounting
for 500 employees. The yellow stars indicate production sites. There are three plants in
Japan and four plants in India, together comprising 550 employees. Including the
Corporate Planning and Administration Department, we have some 1,500 global
personnel.

Next, here are the two epoch‐making events that occurred during the previous fiscal
year.
First is the redevelopment of land of a former plant site. We recorgnize the importance
of environmental and social issues and, as a company that handles chemical substances,
we have begun a plan for conducting soil improvements and redevelopment at the two
former plant locations shown here, including the allocation of the costs involved.
The second major event is the capital partnership with ADEKA CORPORATION.
ADEKA acquired 51% of our stock through a TOB and third‐party capitalization, making
us a consolidated subsidiary of ADEKA. We plan to apply the capital acquired towards
developing new agrochemicals and implementing M&A strategy. The greatest purpose
of this capital partnership is to maximize the corporate value of both companies by
cooperating with ADEKA towards implementing and promoting strategic plans and
activities related to our agrochemicals business and the life sciences business. The
details of the business partnership will be negotiated and decided by a partnership
promotion committee to begin meeting next month.

Based on the results of initiatives aimed at achieving this vision and the results of our
previous Medium‐Term Business Plan, we drafted a new three‐year Medium‐Term
Business Plan to begin this fiscal year.
The theme of this plan is "Ensuring Growing Global 2021" and we are positioning this
Medium‐Term Business Plan period as a period for strengthening our business
infrastructure.
During the period of this Medium‐Term Business Plan, we will focus on the two core
pillars of "Improving profitability" and "Pursuing group force & synergy". We will
accelerate the income contributions of growth strategies implemented thus far and
strengthen business infrastructure to ensure our ability for growing global. We also will
continue with M&A, partnerships, and product acquisition as part of initiatives to
expand business scope.
In addition to net sales of 80 billion yen from existing business, in the plan final year FYE
Sep. 2021 we will implement new growth strategies to aim for 100 billion yen.

Here are the specific measures for the New Medium‐Term Business Plan.
For "Improving profitability", we wil focus on improving profitability by reducing costs
and optimizing fixed costs while also strengthening marketing, sales, creation of new
active ingredients, and product development.
Furthermore, we will promote workstyle improvement projects and diversity to improve
worker productivity and create an energetic, motivating work environment.

For "Pursuing group force & synergy,” we will strengthen our global structure by sharing
and deepening Group internal management strategies. We will maximize Group
functions by promoting the effective division of R&D functions and Group procurement
and manufacturing.

Our marketing and sales improvement measures include aggressively engaging in brand
image improvements in Japan by using internet and IT.
For example, we create an official Facebook account to disseminate product information
directly to farmers and producers. We create videos outlining product features and
proper usage methods in easily comprehensible formats, and distribute videos on our
YouTube channel.
We develop a free app that enables easy information searches using a smartphone to
provide users with necessary information on agrochemical dilution‐ratio calculation and
mixing examples for using agrochemicals on the farm land.

We also will make social implementation by participating with the IT companies and
other companies involved in the development of AI‐based pest diagnosis support tools
and an agrochemical purchasing platform for farmers, a sponsored by the Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.
Our sales representatives have always visited farmlands to gather feedback from farmers
and apply that feedback towards product development. In this new age of IT utilization,
we will continue to engage customers and promote smart agriculture using the
agriculture clound.

This graph shows actual and planned performance for net sales and operating income
between FYE Sep. 2010 and FYE Sep. 2021.
Our Group views the goal of 100 billion yen in net sales by FYE Sep 2021. As one
milestone for FYE Sep. 2021, we will aim for our ideal business model of becoming a
research and development‐oriented company with net sales of 200 billion yen, a
business scope outpaced only by the four major multinational companies.

This table shows our earnings plan for the New Medium‐Term Business Plan.
The main factor behind our net sales goal of 100 billion yen is overseas sales growth, yet
our commitment is to increase net sales from last fiscal year's 61.2 billion yen to 80.0
billion yen, and operating income from last year's 4.1 billion yen to 6.0 billion yen by the
final year of the plan.

Lastly, I will explain our Group Basic Principles and SDGs.
Our Group aims to be a company that earns the trust of its shareholders, customers,
business partners, employees, local communities, and various other stakeholders. From
the perspective of sustainable growth and increasing our medium‐ to long‐term
corporate value, we promote Basic Principles comprised of the three principles shown
here.
These Basic Principles also happen to align with the globally accepted SDGs. We will
agressively engage in the principles shown here, including eliminating hunger by
securing a stable food supply, ensuring healthy lifestyles, and maintaining a sustainable
ecosystem.

